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• Source:  Open AI Blog, AI and Compute

Compute Costs in AI                        Dataset Sizes in AI

Motivation

https://openai.com/research/ai-and-compute


• Given a dataset, construct a smaller subset that performs nearly as 
well as the original.

Dataset Distillation

Goal: Distill knowledge of entire dataset into a few synthetic data points



• Source: Dataset Distillation Project Page

Dataset Distillation



Why Dataset Distillation?

Space efficiency 
Data storage 

Especially for nonparametric methods like 
k-NN, kernel methods 

Compute efficiency 
Faster model training 

Faster hyperparameter, architecture 
search



Existing Dataset Distillation approaches generalize poorly to 
different model architectures

Issues with Existing Dataset Distillation Approaches

Dataset distilled on ResNet generalizes poorly when applied to different model architectures.



• Standard Dataset Distillation

• ZEN

Problem Formulation

The key idea of ZEN is to synthesize samples that generalize to multiple architectures by minimizing 
the worst-case loss.

Generalizes to only one model 
architecture

How do we optimize it?



How to solve that?

Optimization 

Idea: Solving bi-level optimization by estimating the gradients of synthetic data 

and using gradient descent.

Estimate synthetic gradients using implicit function theorem

bi-level optimization 



• 1. Lorraine, J., Vicol, P., & Duvenaud, D. (2020). Optimizing millions of hyperparameters by implicit differentiation. International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics, 
1540–1552

High-Order Optimization Approximation

Optimization

Implicit Differentiation: We calculate the synthetic data gradient using chain rule,

We approximate (c) by using the Implicit function theorem,

a. Synthetic data direct gradient (e.g., 

gradient from training data loss)

b. parameter direct gradient

c. best-response Jacobian

d.   Hessian Inverse w.r.t model parameters

We approximate the Hessian inverse using the Neumann series approximation[1], 



Optimization



Results

MNIST Results



Results

CIFAR10 Results



Results

MNIST Synthesized Images



Results

CIFAR10 Synthesized Images



Conclusion

We developed an efficient dataset distillation framework for better cross-architecture 
generalization.

Empirical results show that our approach  achieves better cross-architecture generalization 
compared to the baselines considered.

Even though ZEN achieved better cross-architecture generalization performance, it still 
underperforms latest dataset distillation works that uses a different problem formulation. 
It would be interesting to extend ZEN to consider latest dataset distillation formulations.



Questions?

Questions
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